We consider t:he delayed feedback control (DFC) schanit: for one diincnsional discrete time systems. To analyze the stability, we construct a map whose fixed points correspond to the periodic orbit,s of the syst,t:m to be controlled. Thcn the stability of the DFC is equivalent to the stability of t.he corresponding r:qnilihriiim point of the constructed map.
I n t r o d u c t i o n
111 recent years, the analysis and control of chaotic Ivhviour in dynamical systems has reccived i~ great rlmi of attention among scient,ists from various disciplincs S I I C~ as enginecrs, physicists, biologists, et(:. ' The dt?vslopmcnt in the field of chaos control acceleriit.ed mainly after the seminal paper [l] whtxe the term "controlling chaos" was introducr:d. This work had a strong influence, especially, on the approach of t.he physics community t o the prohlem of controlling chaotic systems and is based on variation of certain paranieters which has cert,ain effects on the chaotic Idiaviour. In such systems usnally many unstable pwiodic orbits are cmbedded in their chaotic attractors, a . 1~1 as shown in [ll, by using small cxtcrnd feedback input, some of tliese orbits may be stahilized. 'Therefore, by applying small feedback inputs, i t uiay he possihlc t o force these systems t o behave i l l a regular way. Following the work of [I] , various rhaus control techniques have been proposed, 121, [3] .
Among these, the delayed fcedhack control jDFC) schemc: first proposed in [4] and is also known as Pyragi~s scheme, has gained considerable attention due tu it,s varioiis attractive features. In this techIiiqne the required control input is hasically the differencc between the current and one period delayed states rnultiplied by,a gain. Hence if the system is already in the periodic orbit, this term vanishes. Also if the trajectories asymptotically approach t o the periodic orhit, this term.becomes smaller. For more details ai: well as various applications of DFC, see [SI, [e] and the references therein.
Despite its simplicity, a detailed stability analysis of DFC is very diflkult, [ 5 ] , [7] . Apparently, DFC has some inherent limitations, 17). To overcome these limitations, several modifications has been proposcd, sec e.g. [XI, [ 5 ] , [f~] and the references therein.
In this work, WP consider the delayed feedback control (DFC) scheme for one dimensional discrete time systems. To analyze th? stability, we construct a map whosc fixed points correspond to the periodic orhits of the system to be controlled. Then the stability of thc DFC is equivalent to the stability of the corresponding eqnilibriuni point of the constructed map. For mch periodic orbit, we construct a characteristic polynomial of a related Jacobian matrix. The Schur stability of this polynomial could be used t o analyzo thc stability of DFC. By using Schur-Colin criterion, we can find bounds on the gain of DFC to ensure statiility.
Stability of DFC
Let us corisidcr the following one dinlensiondl discrete-time system
where k = 0,1,. . . is t,he discrete time index, f : R --, R. is an appropriate function, which is assumed to be differentiable wherever required. We assume that the system given hy (I,) possesses a T periodic orhit charact,eriaed by the set ET = (z;,zt;. . , ,z;.-~}, i.e. for z(0) = :c;, the iterates of (1) yields z(1) = Let 11s call this orhit as an uncontrolled periodic orbit (1JCPO:i for future reference.
Let, S (I R he a set, and y E R. distancr~ d(y, S) hetweeii y and S 8s
We define the d ( y , S ) = min 1 y -t I .
(2)
ZES
We say that CT is asymptotically stable if for some c > 0. for any y E R satisfying d ( y , C~) < L, the iterates of (1) 
To stal?ilize periodic orbits of (l), let us apply a,coritrol inpnt U as :
In DFC. the following simple feedback control input is nrcd I:o (possihly) stabilize C.r :
where I< E R is a constant gain to be determined.
Note that if z(0) E ET, then z(kj t CT for k 2 0 and ~( k ) = 0. Moreover, if C y is asymptotically stabilized, then u ( k ) i 0 a s k i 00. In the sequel we will derive some conditions and bounds on K for the stabilization of periodic orbits. To motivate our analysis, consider the case T = 1. In this case we have Cf = {zz} where z; = f(z;), i.e. period 1 orl)its are the same as fixed points o f f . By defining
:~( k
Let, us define d = ( z~ e: R', where here and in the sequel the superscript T denotes transpose, and
. For ?* = ( z~ z;)~, F(?*j = ?* holds if and only if z; = z.5 = f(z;). Hence any fixed point of F corresponds to an UCPO C1 of (l) , and vice versa. Hence asymptotic stability of Cl for (4) and (5) can be analyzed by studying-the stability of the corrt:sponding fixed point of F Ssr (6). To analyze t,he latter. let CI == {z;} and a , = D f ( z f ) , and wherc D stands for the derivative and J is the .Jacohian of F evaluated at the equilibriiirn point. Clearly t.he components of J are givon as
The characteristic polynoniial pl(A) of J can easily be found as
We say that a polynomial is Schur stable if all of its eigenvalues are inside the unit disc of the complex plane, i.e. have magnitude less then unity. Hence, the asymptotic stability of the fixed point of F for ( 6 ) , hence the asymptotic stability of C1 for (4) and (5) Theorem 1 : Let CI = {zz} be an UCPO of (1) and set a1 = of(+;) . Then :
1 : C1 is exponentially stable for (4) and (5) (4) and (5). 13 Remark 1 : We note that Schur stability of a polynomial can be determined by checking some inequalitie:i in terms of its coefficients; this is known as the Jury test, see [lo] . We will apply this test t o (7) later. 0
To motivate our approach further, let us consider the case T = 2. Let the period 2 UCPO of (1) be given as Cz = {z&zT} and define ai = D f ( z ; ) , a2 =
of(.;). By defining q ( k )
we can rewrite (4) and (5) as
Note that the fixed points of G d.o not eo:orrespond to the UCPO's of (I), but the fixed points of F = G2 does. To see this, note that
For 2' = (z; z g z;)~, the fixed points of F , i.e. the solutions of E'(?') = j.*, are given as z; = z i , $5 = f(z;), zz = f(zi) = f 2 ( z ; ) . Hence for.any UCPO C2 = {z;, z:} of (l) , there corresponds a fixed point 1 ' = (z; z; ~; 1 )~ of F and vice versa. Hence the asymptotic stability of C2 for (4) and (5) .I = -/cz 8z
The entries of J can be calculated as After abriiight.forward calculations, wc obtain
. .
/(3,3j =; ( u I i k ) ( a z ' + , K )
Clearly the characteristic polynomial P,~(X) of J has the following. form :
The charackristic polynomial pz(X) of J can he cd-
(9) Theorem 2 : The coefficients in (12) can be found , .
Hcnce for the stahilitv of C7 for (4) and (5). we can as follows :
sthidy ltl~e Scliur stability of p2(X) given above. We
will consider the Schur stability of p g ( X j for soinc mses i l l the six1uel. 
. ,ii
Proof : By using standard determinant formulas, after lengthy but straightforward calculations, collecting the coefficients of A i , we obtain (13), '(14) . n Remark 2 : Note that for m = 1 and m = 2, pnL(X) given by (12)-(14) reduces t o (7) and (Q), respectively. 0 Now we can statc our main results as follows. 
., a,, = D~( Z ; , -~) .
Then 1 : C,, is exponentially stable for (4) and (5) if and only ifp,,(X) given by (12)- (14) 
1 + 2.5625 > 0 ~I I C I J C,,, cannot he stabilized by DFC.
Proof : Note 1:llat one necessary condition for Schur stability of pm(X) for any m is that p(1.) > 0, see [IO] . Clearly the sign conditions given above can be con- iil(X) given by (7) is Schiir stable if and only if [lo] . Clearly these inequalities are satisfied if and cllliy i f apparently the orbit is in the domain of attraction (note that the systeni is actually has dinlension 3, see (8)). By using this idea, we simulated (4) and -3<121<1 , As can be seen, the decay of solutions to Cz is exponential, and that the required input U is sufficiently small and decays to zero exponentially as well. A similar analysis shows that for p = 3.76, the stabilizat,ion is possible when -0.3090 < K < -0.3089, ;tnd is not possible for p 2 3.77. Hence we conclude t,hat, there exists a critical value 3.76 5 p* < : 3.77 snch that DFC can be used for the stabilization'of given by (12) has the coefficients cg 
180.183.
As an example, consider tlrc logistic map with / I = 3.87. In this case, the logistic map has two true period 3 orbits One can easily show that the condition (15) holds for &+ and & A , and hence these orbits cannot be stabilized hy DFC. For C S B ; one can show that the Jury test, i.e. the inequalities Z-iii given above, cannot be sirnultaneously satisfied for any K , hence DFC cannot he used for the stabilization EBB as well.
For CS-, by evaluating these inequalities, one can show that DFC can be used for stabilization when 4 . 1 0 0 8 < K < -0.087. We pcirformed a numerital sinnilation for this case wit,h K = -0.095. To evaluate the domain of attraction for C s -, we performed various simulations, and it appears that when
apparently the orhit is in the domain of attraction (no1.e bhat the system is actually has dinlension 4) .By using this idea, as in the previous simulation, we simulated (4) and (5) with the following choice of
The results of the simulation (with p = 3.87, K = -0.095, z(0) = 0.7) are shown in Figures 3 and 4 
Conclusion
In conclusion, we analyzed the stability of DFC for a chaotic system. We first constructed a map whose fixed points correspond to the periodic orbits of t,he uncontrolled chaotic system. Then the stability of DFC for the original chaotic system is equivalent to the stability of the corresponding fixed point of the constructed map. We derive the form of the characteristic polynomial of the Jacobian matrix of this map at the desired fixed point. Then the stability problem of DFC reduces to determine the Schur stability of the associated characteristic polynomial. By applying Jury test, we can determine the bounds on the gain of DFC to ensure the stability. The presented method could be generalized to higher dimensional systems as well. But this requires further research.
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